Health profession schools in the United States have to be able to meet the health and pharmaceutical care demands of a rapidly growing racial and multiethnic population. One tactic is to develop and implement or expand existing resources and didactic courses to address cultural competence in the curricula of every college and school of pharmacy. The curriculum should require a focus on the reality of evidence-based health disparities among racial and ethnic minority populations; importance of providing culturally competent care and communication to meet the health needs of diverse patient populations; and exposure to cultural diversity. Students should be grounded in cultural awareness and cultural sensitivity. This article establishes a case for integrating cultural competence into the curricula of health professions schools.
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HEALTH DISPARITIES

Introduction

The shift in the demographics of the United States is steadily increasing towards racial and ethnic minority populations of varied cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The US Census Bureau projects that the overall US population will increase by 50%, from 263 million in 1995 to 394 million in 2050. Additionally, racial and ethnic minority populations will account for nearly 90% of the increase in the overall US population from 1995 to 2050. (The US Census Bureau defines “minority” as the combined population of people who are Black, American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, Asian, Pacific Islander, or of any race of Hispanic origin.) The word minority may become meaningless as the proportion of the aforementioned racial and ethnic minority populations increase and the proportion of non-Hispanic white population decreases. The Census Bureau projects that by 2050, non-Hispanic whites will constitute less than 53% of the US population (minorities will constitute more than 47%). The Hispanic-origin population will be the fastest growing ethnic group; however, the fastest growing racial groups will continue to be the Asian and Pacific Islander population.

The increase in racial, ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity among the US population poses a unique challenge for all health professions. Race and ethnicity are associated with persistent, and often increasing, health disparities among various sectors of the US population. Thus, the anticipated demographic changes over the next decade magnify the critical need to address disparities in health status, particularly in different population groups. Racial and ethnic minority groups currently experiencing poorer health outcomes are expected to increase as a proportion of the total US population. Therefore, the future of the overall health of the US population will be influenced considerably by the success in improving the health of these groups. Accordingly, there is an increased need for all health professionals to better respond to the population health and health care necessities of racial and ethnic minorities. For example, professions such as medicine and pharmacy continue to be confronted with disparities in the incidence of diseases, medication-related/health outcomes, and access to health care among all racial and ethnic minority groups. The report published by the Institute of Medicine in 2003, entitled “Unequal treatment: confronting racial and ethnic disparities in health care” underscored the gravity and extent of racial/ethnic disparities in health care in the United States. Cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, cancer, and tuberculosis continue to disproportionately burden minority populations compared to nonminority populations. Racial disparities in the use of prescription drugs and other health services, and the relationship of these disparities to differences in treatment and health outcomes continues to persist. In addition, while most of the US population has health insurance, racial and ethnic minorities are less likely to report that they have health insurance compared with whites. The existence of these
health and health care disparities between diverse populations continues to be a public health dilemma and an ongoing task for Healthy People 2010 to reduce and ultimately eliminate. (Healthy People 2010 is a national health promotion and disease prevention initiative to increase the quality and years of healthy life among individuals of all ages and eliminate health disparities among different segments of the populations.)

**Contributing Factors**

Health disparities are defined by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) as: “differences in the incidence, prevalence, mortality, and burden of diseases and adverse health conditions that exists among specific population groups.” Although the reasons for health disparities are multiple and complex, there are a number of well-documented factors that may contribute to health disparities. There exist among all populations genetic and biologic factors that contribute to diseases associated with health disparities. The geographic location of available health care services and factors within the health system, including cultural and linguistic barriers, time pressures, and cost-control strategies also are potential factors for disparities. Bias, stereotyping, prejudice, and clinical uncertainty on the part of the health care provider during patient encounters may also contribute to disparities in health. Other factors contributing to health disparities are low health literacy (i.e., the ability to read, understand, interpret and act on health information) levels among patients. If patients cannot understand needed health information, attempts to improve the quality of health care and reduce health care costs and disparities may be unsuccessful. In addition, an increasing body of evidence documents racial and ethnic differences in the quality of care that may contribute to disparities in health among minority/ethnic populations. A health provider’s lack of cultural awareness of the values, customs, and norms of multiethnic patient populations, and lack of knowledge of and experiences with the aforementioned factors, may further exacerbate the effects of health disparities.

Disparities in health and health care may arise from the inability of a health provider to offer culturally appropriate health care services to multiethnic patients based on cultural and linguistic barriers. According to Sarto, “most practicing physicians, irrespective of their own cultural backgrounds, seldom have had much intercultural contact with others who are substantially unlike themselves.” Sometimes it may be the health professionals’ lack of knowledge about cultural health beliefs and practices that negatively affects patient care. For example, if a practitioner is unaware that some patients of Asian descent may take only half of the prescribed amount of medicine because those patients believe that the dosage is designed for Caucasians, the practitioner may wonder why treatment has been ineffective. The introduction of multiculturalism in the training of health professionals from all disciplines is warranted, particularly in providing culturally competent care to racial and ethnic minority patient groups.

In 2004, Wilson et al conducted an analysis of a national survey of 789 first- and fourth-year medical students that included questions addressing disparate treatment of patients in the health care system based on 4 categories: health insurance status, income level, English language speaking ability, and racial/ethnic backgrounds. The student results were compared to survey answers administered to physicians (n = 2,608) and the general public (n = 3,884) about perceptions of health care disparities. The authors found that students were more likely than physicians to perceive inequitable treatment of patients. For example, approximately 80% of medical students compared to 45% of physicians perceived inequitable treatment of patients in the health care system based on English language speaking ability; and 57% compared to 30%, respectively, for inequality based on racial/ethnic backgrounds. The results of the analysis demonstrate a need for practicing physicians as well as other health providers to conduct cultural self-assessments, particularly in delivering health care to diverse ethnic minority patient populations. Furthermore, there is some evidence of desensitization about issues that may contribute to health disparities among racial and ethnic minority groups along the continuum of education. Effecting the education of health professional students by incorporating curricula that addresses health disparities and the need for cultural competence is vital.

The role of a pharmacist encompasses cognitive services in that pharmacists provide pharmaceutical care to patients in addition to preparing and dispensing medication. Pharmaceutical care is defined as the direct, responsible delivery of medication-related care for the purpose of achieving definite outcomes that improve a patient’s quality of life. For instance, as part of pharmaceutical care, pharmacists may provide patient counseling sessions to discuss the implications of noncompliance with medication prescriptions. However, factors such as culture, language, and education level may present barriers to the delivery of optimal pharmaceutical care to multiethnic patient populations.

In 2003, Brown et al conducted a national representative survey of medical/executive directors or pharmacists at 1260 community and mental health centers to assess issues and barriers related to the delivery of pharmaceutical care. The overall response rate was 46.9% (558 surveys returned out of 1,119 assumed delivered).
Issues that presented as barriers related to the delivery of pharmaceutical care were categorized into 4 areas: facilities/structure; equipment/education; patient-related; and personnel. The authors found that the top 3 issues reported in each category were as follows:

- facilities/structure: private counseling area (58.5%), lack of space (53.2%), and insufficient time (26.6%);
- equipment/education: computer system/software (61.7%), computer training (18.1%), and pharmaceutical care training/ continuing education (12.8%);
- patient-related: language (67%), socioeconomic status (25.5%), and culture (11.7%); and
- personnel: inadequate staffing of personnel (46.8%), bilingual/multilingual staff (29.8%), and relationships/teamwork (21.3%).

These findings provide insight about barriers to the provision of pharmaceutical care that may contribute to health disparities among racial and ethnic minority patient groups. Also, further thought is applied to the adequate training of pharmacists to deliver optimal pharmaceutical care to patients of diverse ethnic minority backgrounds.

**CULTURAL COMPETENCE**

**Defining Cultural Competence**

There is no consensus on a single definition of cultural competence. Cross et al defined cultural competence as “a set of congruent behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, agency, or profession that enables that system, agency, or profession to work effectively in cross-cultural situations.”¹⁴,¹⁵ The definition has been widely adapted and modified. The Office of Minority Health (OMH) of the US Department of Health and Human Services defines cultural competence from an individual and organization perspective as having the capacity to function effectively within the realm of cultural beliefs, behaviors, and needs presented by consumers and their communities.¹⁶ Moreover, OMH has created national standards for addressing cultural fluency in health care (i.e., linguistic services for limited-English speaking patients) that are directed at health care organizations. However, health professionals are strongly encouraged to utilize the standards to make their practices more culturally and linguistically accessible. In 2002, Betancourt et al described cultural competence in the area of health care; specifically, the ability of systems to provide care to patients of diverse backgrounds, including tailoring the delivery of health care to meet patient’s social, cultural, and linguistic needs.¹⁷ For the purpose of this article, cultural competence is a student’s ability in the health professions to deliver culturally appropriate and specifically tailored care to patient populations with diverse values, beliefs, and behaviors.

Other terms similar to cultural competence like cultural proficiency and cultural humility have emerged to convey the idea of more effective cross-cultural capabilities. Cultural proficiency as developed by the National Alliance for Hispanic Health is shown when providers and systems seek to do more in delivering unbiased care as they endorse the positive role culture can play in a person’s health and wellbeing.¹⁸ Cultural humility incorporates a health provider’s commitment and active engagement in a lifelong practice of self-evaluation and self-critique within the context of the patient-provider (or health professional) relationship through patient-oriented interviewing and care.¹⁹ Cultural humility has been suggested as a more appropriate target for multicultural medical education than cultural competency.¹⁹

Different cultural competence techniques have been identified in the literature as possible approaches to conceptually improve outcomes and reduce disparities. These techniques include interpreter services, recruitment and retention policies, training, coordinating with traditional healers, use of community health workers, culturally competent health promotion, immersion into another culture, administrative and organizational accommodations, and models.²⁰ Other studies have explored the potential for the impact of such programs.²¹ There is some evidence that cultural competency training improves the knowledge of health professionals and may improve the attitudes and skills of health professionals as well as patient satisfaction. However, a large part of the literature is not based on original data.²² Little is known about the impact of such training on patient adherence, equity of services across racial groups, or patient health status outcomes.²³,²⁴ Furthermore, little is known about the costs of cultural competency training.²⁵

**Integrating Cultural Competence in Health Professions Training**

The health professions in the United States have to be able to meet the health and pharmaceutical care demands of a rapidly growing multiethnic population. One tactic is to develop and implement or expand on the resources and didactic courses and training of cultural competent programs in health professions schools. The curriculum should require a focus on the reality of evidence-based health disparities among racial and ethnic minority populations; importance of providing culturally competent care and communication to meet the health needs of diverse patient populations; and exposure to cultural diversity. Overall, students should be grounded in cultural awareness and cultural sensitivity.
In 1999, Chevannes conducted a pre- and post-analysis of training needs of a purposive sample of 22 health professionals working across 5 health services organizations located in a multiracial city.26 The aim of the study was twofold. The primary aim was to assess what health professionals knew about caring for patients and other health service users from multiethnic patient groups. The secondary aim was to find out their perceptions of training needs in their respective area of work. Sixty-five percent of participants confirmed that no attention was given in their initial education to the health care needs of minority ethnic groups. Instead, participants engaged in self-initiated learning to improve knowledge and understanding of working with such groups. Furthermore, all participants indicated that meeting the health care needs of minority ethnic populations was important and that lack of effective communication with these populations affected the quality of care they received.

The results of Chevannes’ study demonstrate the need to integrate cultural competence into the foundations of health profession education. A core curriculum that includes cultural competency training affords students both experience in and understanding of delivering high-quality care to multiethnic populations. However, before any strategies for teaching culturally competent care can be implemented effectively, a depth of changes must be made within the context of existing health professions training.

Model for Integration. Assemi and colleagues have done exemplary work in pharmacy education in the area of cultural competence, assessing the impact of course and curricular outcomes, and the professional practice of pharmacy graduates.27 More specifically, Assemi presented considerations for integrating cultural competency training in pharmacy education.28 Some of the considerations include recruiting institutional and leadership support (eg, chancellors, deans, department chairs, and curriculum committees); identifying current faculty members willing to develop and teach content; identifying course coordinators willing to integrate training content within existing curriculum; and procuring resources and training tools that involve faculty development workshops utilizing textbooks, teaching tools, and videos to address cultural competency. Additionally, curriculum restructuring may be needed that allows for orientation-related activities to teaching cultural diversity, core and elective didactic (classroom) courses, and core and elective experimental courses in the subject area. Certainly, these considerations extend to other health profession programs as well.

Collaborative Care Model. The new practice model that can deal with the challenges of increasing the success of students in the provision of culturally competent care in the health professions is the Collaborative Care Model. The model cultivates continuous improvement in the health status of individuals and communities by integrating education, research, and clinical care. Collaborative care must be quality-driven, evidenced-based, and above all, patient-, family-, and community-oriented.29 Embedded within the model is an alliance of patients, providers, researchers, educators, communities, and health systems that addresses the identified issues within the US health care system. Additionally, there is great flexibility within the model to foster across the broad curricular content for teaching cultural competency in health professions schools and thus train students to work together with other health professionals to address health disparity issues (ie, via the sharing of information, becoming involved in medical and community task forces and policy groups, etc). Health professional students must be trained within the context of the model in the early stages of their practicing careers to work as partners on multidisciplinary teams for better patient care that is culturally appropriate and patient-centered.

Other Considerations and Needed Resources. Other considerations and resources for expanding the capacity for teaching multicultural content are needed.

Additional minority health professional students and faculty members. The training of more ethnic minority students and recruitment of more ethnic minority faculty members in the health professions across the country is necessary. Diversity fosters learning, knowledge, skills, and abilities that are vital to professionalism.30 Learning is enhanced in settings where individuals are part of a diverse group of people who are not like themselves.30,31 In particular, diversity in health professions’ training environments improves the cross-cultural training and cultural competencies of all participants.30,32,33 Furthermore, interaction among students from diverse backgrounds helps to challenge assumptions and broaden perspectives regarding racial, ethnic, and cultural differences,34 thereby facilitating professionalism.30 According to a recent report by the Institute of Medicine, increasing racial and ethnic diversity among health professionals is associated with improved access to care for racial and ethnic patients, greater patient choice and satisfaction, better patient-provider communication, and improved educational experiences for allied health students.34

Expert faculty in the content area. Recruiting additional faculty members who are experts in cultural diversity training and assessment methods should be emphasized.

Advanced training opportunities, grants, awards, and incentives. Faculty grants for teacher training and
development; textbooks and media resources; and other support for student exposure to field experiences, as well as novel experimental practice sites, is needed. Faculty members will have to be trained to appropriately bridge evidence-based knowledge with multicultural content. As an example, there are currently faculty development workshops entitled “Incorporating Cultural Competence into the Pharmacy Education” being run by the Center for the Health Professions, University of California, San Francisco, for which continuing education credits can be earned from the Accreditation Council for Pharmaceutical Education.\textsuperscript{35} Effort and scholarship in this content area should be valued and recognized for promotion and tenure purposes to encourage (and not penalize) those persons who are interested in making cultural competency training their specialty. In addition, there is a need for curriculum content that transcends the classroom, such as service projects and externships with community service organizations in various geographical areas. Students should receive appropriate credit for such service work.

**Curriculum assessment.** A curriculum design committee is specifically warranted for developing and implementing appropriate measurement tools for assessing multicultural content. The committee has to make certain that the teaching of cultural diversity is not only a current objective, but prominent within a school’s long-term strategic planning and organizational facilitation. The committee also needs to make sure that educational outcomes include professionalism that embodies cultural sensitivity and patient-centered care.

**Implications to Health Professions**

While the causes of health disparities are complex and multifaceted and have been associated with socioeconomic status and cultural and environmental factors,\textsuperscript{5} there are arguments as to whether disparities in health status can be attributed to racism or genetics.\textsuperscript{36,37} In addition to the grave ethical issues raised by allowing health disparities in the United States to persist, there is a concern that these disparities could jeopardize the economic advancement of society as a whole, and economic and professional advancement of minorities in particular.\textsuperscript{5} It is also disconcerting that disparities may reflect the extent to which subjectivity can permeate health care and affect quality of care. However, health professionals are at the frontline of quality patient care. The mission and ethical responsibility of every health professional is to maximize the health of all patients.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Changing the behaviors, attitudes, and policies within the health professions to address cultural competence is warranted to meet the health care needs of diverse patient populations. This change is most effective at the initial stage of health professional education with the implementation of a culturally competent curriculum that addresses health disparities. Additionally, the curricula should be supplemented with knowledge and skills drawn from other disciplines such as the behavioral and social sciences. Educating health professional students about cultural competence, including cultural knowledge, awareness, and sensitivity, may help to bridge the gaps between provider and patient relationships. Health professional students must acquire from their cultural competency training the following in order to be effective when they enter practice: knowledge of cultural diversity with respect to the communities they serve; competencies to be a part of and work with populations that suffer disproportionately from health disparities; and a nonjudgmental and respectful attitude towards all patients. Although health disparities continue to exist as a challenge, health professionals have the improved capacity to work together in addressing and ultimately eliminating health disparities.
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